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Cold Amazon: The Mackenzie River Basin
Narrated by celebrated northern journalist Paul Andrew, Cold Amazon tells the story of Canada’s
massive Mackenzie River Basin. At 1.8 million square kilometres, covering three provinces and all three
territories, the Mackenzie plays a significant environmental, economic, and spiritual role that stretches far
beyond its borders. This short documentary highlights the importance and vulnerability of the mighty
watershed through the impassioned voices of those who rely on its health and work for its protection.

Working with Yellowknife-based filmmakers Pablo Saravanja and Jay Bulckaert of aRTLeSS
Collective, and journalist Tim Querengesser, the team will bring the Mackenzie closer to home for the
many Canadians who may be unaware of its importance, or even its existence.

Visit the Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation for more.



Part One: The Last

Great Water Fight



Avatar on Earth

DIESEL ENGINES rumbled to life aboard the MV Atha. A deckhand cast off the lines, and Guy Thacker
backed his forty-year-old red and white pusher tugboat away from its wharf in the tiny harbour at Fort
Chipewyan, Alberta. A gentle turn set the vessel out onto Lake Athabasca, three battered barges lashed to the
bow. The bright yellow backhoe on the leading edge of the middle one was an incongruous sight. It wasn’t
part of Thacker’s paid cargo, which on most of his fortnightly trips each summer includes a few containers,
some heavy equipment, and the occasional pickup truck. Rather, it was there to make sure the tug completed
its twenty-five-hour run up the Athabasca River to Fort McKay, near several oil sands developments. “Once
the Athabasca turns south,” Thacker explained, “it’s only three feet deep, some places two and a half.” The
Atha needs three to float, so Thacker used the backhoe to dig his way through the shallows. “It never used to
be like that,” he said.

“I find a lot of junk in the river, too, the last few years,” added Thacker, four years older than his vessel and a
resident of “Fort Chip” since birth. “Pipes, timbers. Last weekend, I was at the dock [at Fort McKay],
watching an oil slick go by like someone was sitting up-current with a pail of oil, just dumping it slowly. An
hour we watched it. With all these new oil plants along the river, obviously it’s coming from their places.”
But even these are not the most distressing changes he has witnessed the past few years.

Right on Fort Chip’s doorstep is a vast, verdant, and once hugely productive delta where the Athabasca
merges with the Peace River before continuing northward as the Slave River. About 800 kilometres away, the
W.A.C. Bennett Dam stands astride the headwaters of the Peace. Each spring, British Columbia’s Crown-
owned electric utility collects snowmelt and rainwater from the northern Rocky Mountains behind the dam,
forming one of the world’s largest man-made lakes. Come the early evenings and colder nights of autumn,
when British Columbians demand more power to light and heat their homes, the company opens its gates to
drive ten giant turbines, releasing a surge of water downstream. For the wildlife of the Peace-Athabasca
Delta, the flood arrives at the worst possible time.

“The whole Slave rises six, seven feet, backs up in all these little creeks,” explained Thacker, who until
recently ran traplines once the tugboat season ended. “The beaver have settled in for the winter, building their
houses and putting in their feed. They aren’t expecting it, so they drown. In the spring, I go up a little creek
by my cabin, probably four, five big [beaver] lodges there, they’re all dead, a lot of dead beaver floating
around. And moose, too, all over, drowned.”

Fort Chipewyan’s 1,000 mainly Cree, Dene, and Metis people have protested the injuries to their once-vital
delta from upstream development for decades. But their struggle to preserve the unique biome where the oil-
stained Athabasca and the pinched-off Peace meet is only a microcosm of a bigger battle being waged largely
out of sight of most Canadians. It pits a constitutionally weak territory against rich southern neighbours,
powerful resource companies, and the federal government. At stake is the future of the continent’s last
expanse of undamaged life-supporting ecosystem. If the conflict between predatory industrial technocracy and
a living web of spirit and biology imagined in James Cameron’s megahit Avatar is being played out anywhere
on planet earth, it is here.

Sixteen hundred kilometres downstream from Fort Chip, the Mackenzie River empties a watershed nearly the
size of Western Europe into the Arctic Ocean. Draining half of Alberta and most of the Northwest Territories,
as well as parts of British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and the Yukon, the Mackenzie is one of the world’s great



water arteries. Sound management of this vast area “is important to the entire hemisphere,” according to the
California-based Rosenberg International Forum on Water Policy. Any impairment of its functions, the forum
noted in a report last year, “will have costs to upstream neighbours, most Canadians, and people worldwide.”

Of the Mackenzie’s three most important tributaries—the Peace, Athabasca, and Great Bear rivers—only the
last still flows pure and untamed into what the Dene who live along its banks call Deh Cho: the “Big River.”
But now, spurred by growing demand for water and energy, the governments of Alberta and BC are looking
at new developments between the Mackenzie’s headwaters and its northern estuary, and, along with these, at
how the watershed will be stewarded. Officials from Alberta, Ottawa, the Northwest Territories, and BC have
been working since early this year to convert decade-old promises about how the Mackenzie River will be
cared for into binding agreements. Done properly, those agreements “could be a global landmark in eco-
hydrological management,” as the Rosenberg panel put it. Done poorly, they may condemn an area one-fifth
the size of Canada to the same fate as the parched and contaminated Peace-Athabasca Delta.

Additional layers of friction and risk ripple beneath that surface tension: a Conservative government intent on
undoing a decade of northern land settlements to expedite resource extraction; a territorial legislature
struggling for traction in a constitutional vacuum; the Northwest Territories’ fitful embrace of a new
relationship with its Indigenous Dene (Sahtu, Tlicho, Gwich’in, Akaitcho, and Dehcho), Inuvialuit, and Metis
people; those same First Nations’ increasingly muscular assertion of rights granted under treaties both historic
and modern; and doubts about the ability of science to measure, let alone limit, industry’s imprint on the wild.

At their deepest level, the negotiations feature two starkly different views of humanity’s prerogatives. One has
framed four centuries of North American development under Euro-colonial management. It puts man first,
fashioning nature primarily as a resource for the fulfillment of human desires. The other sees our species as
one—but only one—of nature’s creations, as dependent on a healthy habitat as any moose or beaver.

Days after my visit with Guy Thacker, I met Michael Miltenberger, deputy premier of the Northwest
Territories, over Chinese food in a Yellowknife restaurant. A journeyman carpenter who also serves as
minister of finance and of environment and natural resources, Miltenberger is responsible for the territory’s
side in the Mackenzie negotiations. Briskly energetic, with a warm smile that only rarely broke through his
intense concentration, he considered the competing views the talks have exposed. In one, he saw “that highly
arrogant human way we divide up everything, because we are the supreme beings on the planet.” In the other,
a recognition that “if we don’t protect the land, the water, and the animals, they won’t look after us. We’re
going to pay a price, and it will be incredibly brutal and painful.”

Amazon North

THE MACKENZIE BASIN is a geography of superlatives. At 1,802 kilometres—including tributaries, that figure
stretches to 4,240—the river itself is in a league with the Mississippi and the Yangtze. The abused junction of
the Peace and the Athabasca is one of the planet’s two great interior deltas (the other is Africa’s Okavango),
yet it is dwarfed by the fan of marshes, looping side channels, and braided islands where the Mackenzie
empties into the Beaufort Sea—the irreplaceable summer home of millions of migratory waterfowl. The
continent’s largest wild herds of caribou and bison and its healthiest populations of grizzly bears share the
watershed, too. Great Bear Lake, the source of the Great Bear River, the Mackenzie’s third major inflow, is
the largest freshwater body entirely within Canada, and the cleanest great lake left on the planet.

But the region’s importance goes beyond bragging rights or even the untamed beauty that few Canadians ever



see first-hand. Its economic history reflects the price the wealthy have been willing to pay for luxury: first
furs, later gold, and more recently diamonds. The wealth extracted from the Northwest Territories gives it a
gross domestic product that in 2008 reached an average of about $91,300 for each of its 43,700 residents—
the highest of any Canadian province or territory. The figure is deceptive, of course: little of that is controlled
by the territory’s citizens. Outside Yellowknife, most communities are unreachable by road except in winter,
when ice bridges can be built. Many resemble the developing world more than they do statistically poorer
places in Canada’s south.

If luxuries underwrote the basin’s past, its present is being shaped by something more basic: energy. To
understand why, it helps to grasp a seldom-noted fact. Water powers the twenty-first century as fundamentally
as it did the nineteenth, when practically every river east of Lake Huron turned a water wheel. And water
from the Mackenzie system is a prerequisite for Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s vision of Canada as an
energy superpower.

More than half of Canada’s petroleum comes from the Mackenzie watershed. But for every barrel of crude
extracted from the oil sands in its southeastern reaches, three more of water are pumped from rivers that flow
into the Mackenzie. Projects under construction, licensed, or pending approval would more than triple
Alberta’s oil production; they would need corresponding additional volumes of water to wash away the clay
and sand in which the oil is mixed. Still more water is required to force natural gas out from wells across
Alberta and northern British Columbia—so much that if every well currently envisioned for BC were sunk,
the needed water would fill a parade of tanker trucks girdling the globe fourteen abreast. And a long-studied
pipeline to gas deposits in the Mackenzie Delta was postponed yet again earlier this year but remains on the
drawing board.

Nor would the region’s importance as an energy source diminish in any post-oil world. British Columbia has
announced a “green” plan to install yet another dam (its so-called Site C project) on the Peace, while Alberta
is exploring a hydro development on the Peace and another on the Slave. Hydroelectricity may only “borrow”
water, rather than bury it underground or render it toxic, but as Fort Chipewyan has discovered, its effects can
be no less devastating.

The Mackenzie, moreover, anchors a mega-ecology on the scale of the Amazon or the Congo. Beyond harm
to wildlife, its alteration could topple climate dominoes across the continent and perhaps beyond. The river’s
health influences the boreal forest that follows it all the way to the Arctic Ocean: nowhere else in North
America do trees grow so far north, a measure of the heat its waters transport. And scientists are just
beginning to get a sense of its influence on the sea itself. “We don’t know what we’re doing to the Arctic
Ocean [when we alter the headwaters of the Mackenzie],” admits John Pomeroy, an Arctic climatologist and
a Canada Research Chair at the University of Saskatchewan, “but we’re definitely twiddling the knobs.”

That’s one danger we’re courting on the Big River. The second relates to the fact that the Mackenzie is
upwind from the rest of Canada. Water transpired by its forests crosses the country to rain on Manitoba,
Ontario, and Quebec. “If we lose tree cover and evaporation, we’ve lost water available to the rest of the
continent,” Pomeroy warns. And that is happening. As much as a third of the black spruce forest has been lost
in some areas to swamp, as rising temperatures melt permafrost plateaus that once rooted trees. “It’s a
wholesale change, affecting everything around it,” he says.

As big a contribution to climate stability comes from the atmospheric carbon sequestered in the watershed’s
forests, bogs, and tundra. A 2009 effort by the Ottawa-based Canadian Boreal Initiative to put a value on
“non-market” services provided by the Mackenzie ecosystem tallied the total at $570.6 billion a year—ten
times the market price of all the gold, diamonds, and oil clawed from its soil annually. More than half was
represented by carbon: $339 billion, at current world market prices for trading carbon credits. “People will
cite huge values associated with the tar sands, and argue those values cannot be matched by eco-services,”
says Henry Vaux Jr., the University of California resource economist who chaired the Rosenberg water
panel. “Frankly, there’s no evidence for that. Those environmental values may be a whole hell of a lot



higher.”

And they can only rise as climate change evaporates lakes and streams closer to the equator, rendering much
of the rest of the globe inhospitable to agriculture. James Lovelock, author of the dystopian The Revenge of
Gaia, forecasts that at worst, the century ahead will witness such extreme ecological collapse in lower
latitudes that circumpolar regions will become the last refuge of humanity. In that case, a well-conserved
Mackenzie watershed would become the most sought-after real estate on the planet.

Do No Unreasonable Harm





SERIOUS NEGOTIATIONS over this vast watershed have been a long time coming. The groundwork was laid
in 1997, when the governments of Canada, Alberta, BC, Saskatchewan, the Yukon, and the Northwest
Territories signed off on a document with the lumbering title “Mackenzie River Basin Transboundary Waters
Master Agreement.” Adorned with the upper-case pretensions of diplomacy, the accord established that “the
Mackenzie River Basin should be managed to preserve the Ecological Integrity of the Aquatic Ecosystem.”
But it also conceded the right of each party to “manage the use of the Water Resources within its jurisdiction
provided such use does not unreasonably harm [a downstream neighbour].” It left it to bilateral agreements
between up- and downriver jurisdictions to determine what harm was “reasonable.”

After a decade of false starts, it took the lure of imminent energy projects to bring negotiators to the table at
last. BC Hydro’s Site C dam on the Peace will affect the river’s flow into Alberta. The latter’s thirst for
stepped-up oil production along the Athabasca and its designs on the Slave, meanwhile, would further impact
water flowing to the Northwest Territories. The design and management of those projects in a way that keeps
downstream damage to “reasonable” limits “is what the negotiation is all about,” says Beverly Yee, the
assistant deputy minister for environmental stewardship, who is in charge of Alberta’s side in the talks.

Water management pacts between neighbouring jurisdictions have become increasingly common, but they
have a checkered history. An early dispute between Montana and the proto-province of Alberta was resolved
with the establishment in 1909 of the International Joint Commission for boundary waters, widely venerated
as an example of creative diplomacy that has helped defuse potential conflicts for over a century. But a 1922
compact divvying up the Colorado River among seven US states failed to prevent several of them from all but
going to war with each other in the decades that followed, and sanctioned the removal of so much water that
the river ran dry before it reached the ocean, reducing its delta—once one of the world’s greenest—to desert
scrub. A more modern pact, among Canada’s three Prairie provinces, lets Alberta drain the South
Saskatchewan River to a summer trickle without penalty.

The parties to the master agreement on the Mackenzie insist they mean to do better this time. Alberta’s Yee
and British Columbia’s director of water use planning, Pieter Bekker, say their provinces are ready to
negotiate mutual assurances well beyond how much water rivers deliver annually across their borders.
Variables on the table include the invisible but critical currents of underground water, seasonal flows (such as
the unexpected autumn floods near Guy Thacker’s cabin), and the level of water contaminants.

But the North is asking for more. In May, the government of the Northwest Territories released Northern
Voices, Northern Waters, a water stewardship strategy that seeks to move the goalposts decisively. It demands
that water flowing into the territory remain “substantially unaltered in quality, quantity, and rates of flow”—a
significant advance on merely restraining the damage done by pollution or altered river flows to “reasonable”
limits. Even more ambitious is the goal of preserving water’s full “spiritual, cultural, public health,
recreational, economic and ecological values” in the North. The document notes near the beginning:
“[Aboriginal people] draw their spiritual and cultural integrity and strength from the land and water (i.e.,
ecosystem).” Any harm to the natural living systems on which Indigenous cultures rely will therefore be
unreasonable to the First Nations who make up half the territory’s population and a majority in its legislative
assembly.

As Miltenberger explained over dry ribs and chow mein, “We finally understand what Aboriginal people
have been telling us. When we talk about resource values, cultural and spiritual values are also involved.”
Protecting those values in a trans-boundary water agreement is a central objective for Miltenberger, but he
admits it will be challenging: “Alberta’s still in the mindset of [guaranteeing only] a certain volume of basic
quality. We’re interested in the whole hydrological cycle.”

Doubtless, policy-makers and engineers versed in the technicalia of contaminant thresholds and flow minima
find ideas like “spiritual value” and “cultural integrity” inadmissibly vague and unquantifiable. To find out
how they could be translated into terms capable of guiding development down a path that preserves nature
rather than merely limits its injuries, I flew farther north, to the shores of Great Bear Lake.



The Water Heart

EVEN IN WINTER, the powerful flush of water from Great Bear Lake into the Great Bear River keeps a patch
of blue open in the ice covering the lake’s surface. Across a broad bay is a low rise of land where a rough
cross stands amid spindly trees, its white arms wrapped in a string of Christmas lights. The cross marks the
spot where, in 1825, the ill-fated explorer Sir John Franklin erected a small fort and overwintered, his men
playing Canada’s first recorded game of hockey under the bemused gaze of the local Sahtu Dene, for whom
fishing at the river mouth was a more significant attraction. Later, trading posts, a Catholic mission, and
eventually a residential school turned a seasonal campsite along the Natives’ nomadic routes into a dot on the
Dominion of Canada map called Fort Franklin. In 1993, repudiating the outpost’s association with an
expedition bitterly remembered for the kidnappings and rapes of local women, the Sahtu restored its original
name, Déline—“where the water goes out,” in the south Slavey language.

That same year, the Sahtu (which translates as “Great Bear Lake”) voted to accept a land claim settlement
with the governments of Canada and the Northwest Territories. It was one of several such agreements
reached that decade with Dene and Inuvialuit groups. Among other promises, it guaranteed the roughly 600
people of Déline a degree of self-government and a voice in any development in their settlement area. Twelve
months later, federal legislation established institutions to deliver those commitments, including new Sahtu-
dominated panels to oversee land development and protect renewable resources.

Sixteen years on, Déline is still trying to bring those institutions genuinely to life. Among those responsible
for the shift is Walter Bezha, the community’s director in charge of pursuing self-government. We met at the
Déline Land Corporation’s tidy office, in a one-storey building half a kilometre down the unpaved road from
the site of Franklin’s fort. By turns professorial and passionate, the BC-trained former wildlife officer
confessed, “It has taken me thirty years to understand my own people.” The word “Dene,” he explained,
means “person,” not only in the general sense of a member of our species, but also the deeper one of fully
realized humanity. On a whiteboard, he drew a triangle, labelling the lower left corner “Self,” the lower right
“Earth/The Environment,” and the apex “Creator.” To be fully Dene—truly a complete human being—he
explained, is to have meaningful relationships with all three. To dwell in the centre of the triangle. But for
that, he added, “Everything has to be alive. You can’t build relationships with dead things.” It is our readiness
in the industrial world to sacrifice all else to the narrow interest of self, he suggested, that engenders alienation
from nature, God, and one another—and allows us to “crucify” the environment.

Soon after signing its settlement agreement, Déline set about writing a plan to realize the potential wealth of
its ruggedly beautiful landscape on Sahtu terms. Completed in 2005, it is called “The Water Heart.” Its
significance is explained in a story from legend:

In times past, their spiritual teachers were often “mystically tied” to different parts of the
environment… Kayé Daoyé was one such person. He lived all around GBL [and] was mystically
tied to the loche [a food fish]. One day, after setting four hooks, he found one missing. This
disturbed him—in those days hooks were rare and very valuable—and that night he traveled in
his dreams with the loche in search of the fish that had taken his hook. As he traveled through the
centre of GBL, he became aware of a great power in the lake—the heart of the lake or the “water
heart.” Contemplating this heart, he became aware that it is connected to all beings—the land, the
sky, plants, other creatures, people—and that it helps sustain the entire watershed.

This “interconnectedness of all things,” the plan states, “includes all people—Dene and non-Dene alike.” And
from that relationship “flows the responsibility of people to care for the world in which we live.” It forms the
foundation of the plan’s pragmatic elements, which require that before any proposal for industry receives a



permit to operate, it must first establish “a research and monitoring program… appropriate to the nature and
scale of its proposed activit(ies) and adequate to demonstrate that all aspects of its activit(ies) are consistent
with the maintenance of the ecological integrity of [Great Bear Lake watershed] ecosystems.” Only once the
Sahtu land use board is satisfied that an industry’s plan is adequate to preserve or fully restore the impacted
ecosystem to its pre-development state will activity be permitted to proceed.

The Sahtu say they welcome industry, so long as it protects their relationship with the earth’s living
ecosystems. “If they die, we die,” is how the community’s lead negotiator, a burly part-time builder named
Danny Gaudet, put it. For that reason, the Sahtu insist that any development must preserve the environment—
and particularly Great Bear Lake’s pristine water—substantially as it was before the first soil was turned for
the project, and not merely limit its damage to a southern idea of what is reasonable. “Here’s your baseline:
how it looks today,” Gaudet explained. “You’ve got to maintain that. So come up with a plan for how you’re
going to do that.” In other words, develop, but leave the water heart beating.

He saw this as an area in which Aboriginals could lead other Canadians. “If we don’t smarten up,” he said,
“we’re going to destroy everything. We’re doing it already. The farmer in Saskatchewan, the farmer in New
Brunswick, he thinks this way, and he’s not Aboriginal. What Aboriginals want will be good for everybody.
It’s going to be good for my kids, even if they live in Toronto.”

Leaving Gaudet’s office, I bumped into Walter Bezha again. He asked who else I had interviewed, nodding
as I mentioned several names. I asked if there were others I should speak to. “The lake,” he said. “Interview
the lake.”

The next morning, my last in Déline, I rose early and walked to the shore. Five metres of open water lay
between it and the ice that still covered most of Great Bear late in May. A dozen snowmobiles squatted
unoccupied on the rotting white sheet. Only a pair of ravens were about, disapproving noisily of my presence.
Silently, I drank in the cool, impossibly fresh breeze and listened for the voice of the lake in the small chuckle
of clear water on time-washed pebbles. For a moment, I shared the breath of a land that was fully alive long
before our species strode upon it, and not yet indelibly scarred by humanity’s heavy footfall.

I found myself wondering: how sure can we be that any harm we do to the land is “reasonable”?

“The Canary Has to Die”

FOUR LANES of umbilical pavement connect Fort McMurray, Alberta, to the pits along the Athabasca River
where sand saturated in tarry bitumen is mined and sent to be steam-cleaned of its valuable oil. I shared the
road with tank trailers of chemicals, eighteen-wheelers cradling lengths of brown pipe, and flatbeds bearing
disarticulated parts of giant machines. Near the mines, blue signs pointed the way to individual projects.
Following one marked Suncor Oil Sands, I turned onto a gravel service road. Tank farms and equipment
yards along the way bore other industrial names, Enbridge and Komatsu. Here and there, I pulled over to
snap a picture, staying back from fences posted with private property notices. At a point where a manned gate
blocked the road ahead, I turned around. That’s when an oncoming light truck edged into my lane, red roof
lights flashing. A man in a security uniform leaned out and instructed me to wait while he turned in behind
me. I did as he asked.

A moment later, the man, an employee of Garda security services, appeared at my window and demanded to
know if I had been taking photographs. I admitted as much; the camera lay on the seat beside me. He said I



was being detained, and would not be allowed to leave, “until you delete those pictures in front of me.” When
I refused, he replied, “Then we can call the police and handle it that way.”

“And what will the police do? ” I asked him.

“Whatever Suncor tells them to do,” he said.

I eventually managed to convince him that my photographs posed no serious threat to Suncor’s operations,
and he let me depart with them intact.

It may be inaccurate to call Alberta a “petro-state,” as some critics have, but there’s no question the oil
industry draws a lot of water in the province, figuratively as well as literally. Nor is it a stretch to suggest that
resource companies and the province of Alberta carry weight with the federal cabinet, led as it is by Stephen
Harper, MP for Calgary Southwest. Their influence does not encourage the betting that any agreement over
the Mackenzie watershed will keep northern ecosystems intact.

According to a provincial fact sheet from 2009, nearly 147,000 people work in Alberta’s five open-pit oil
sand mines and eighty-six in situ projects (where steam is injected into wells to melt the sticky bitumen and
force it out of the ground). The Canadian Energy Research Institute—whose board includes members from
such oil giants as Imperial Oil (Exxon), BP Canada, and Nexen—estimates the industry is investing about
$20 billion a year to expand its output in the province.

Tasked with figuring out how to keep that activity within limits nature can tolerate is the Cumulative
Environmental Management Association. It has a staff of eight and a yearly research budget of under $9
million. I found it on my second pass, on the upper floor of a two-storey strip mall. Its cramped offices adjoin
a dental clinic, a laser aesthetics spa, the Fort McMurray Teamsters Union, and an outfit that administers drug
tests to oil sands workers. The association’s executive director, Glen Semenchuk, explained that the actual
monitoring of air and water emissions from oil sands production was currently conducted by the industry-
funded Wood Buffalo Environmental Association and Regional Aquatic Monitoring Program, and the
Alberta Ministry of Environment. His agency’s job is to advise government and industry on such questions as
how best to restore the moonscapes left behind by mining, or what the maximum limits on air pollutants
should be. By his count, Alberta and its oil companies have adopted more than 80 percent of CEMA’s
recommendations.

Its efforts, however, have not exactly translated into an effective rein on development. Take the problem of
what to do with the kilometres-wide mine pits after they’ve been exhausted. “Filling these things isn’t as easy
as you’d think,” Semenchuk said with a sigh. One unresolved problem is the poorly understood interaction
between collecting rainwater in a retired pit and aquifers that may surface elsewhere, laced with contaminants.
Other uncertainties blur what Semenchuk called “critical loads” of pollutants in air or water, meaning “the
point where one more particle is too much.” In theory, he said, threshold levels—maximum permitted
concentrations—should be set below critical loads, with a margin of safety.

Is that always the case? I asked.

“We assume and hope so,” he replied.

That made me wonder. So I asked another question. Does CEMA know at what point the cumulative impact
of oil sands development will breach a critical threshold and do irretrievable damage to life-supporting
ecosystems? That is, does it know when to say “when”?

Semenchuk did not hesitate to answer: “No.”

Scientists I spoke with expressed respect for CEMA’s research. But embedded in its mandate is a certain faith



—first in the ability of science to predict the limits of “safe” industrial behaviour, and second in the will and
ability of policy-makers and companies to draw the line there. Even some scientists who do similar work say
that faith is unwarranted. “We’ll go until it becomes apparent that we’ve gone too far, and then we’ll stop,”
says John Thompson, a biologist who has worked on ecosystem assessments in the Northwest Territories.
“The canary has to die.”

This ecological over-the-brinksmanship is what Miltenberger and Gaudet are trying to avoid. Sadly for them,
neither wields much authority in the negotiations. Real power over the North resides in Ottawa. The
Northwest Territories is a ward of the federal Crown; its Native-majority legislature has no constitutional
power. Its development is therefore decided in rooms with a view of the Gatineau hills, not of Great Slave
Lake. And seventeen years after promising Déline the means to protect its environment, Ottawa has yet to
sign off, as settlement legislation requires it to do, on the community’s “Water Heart” plan for exercising that
role.

Instead, the federal government intends to revoke the Sahtu’s authority before it can be tested. Far down in
the Speech from the Throne late last spring was a line stating that it plans to “reform the northern regulatory
regime so that we can take full advantage of [the] region’s resource potential in a way that not only makes
business sense, but also protects the Northern environment.”

Neil McCrank, the engineer and lawyer who single-handedly drafted Ottawa’s blueprint for these reforms, is
a former chairman of the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board (which both licensed and regulated oil sands
developments until its duties were reassigned to separate agencies after his departure) and a current board
member of CERI, the industry-funded think-tank. McCrank’s report urged Ottawa to “enable” northern
development by eliminating boards like those created to implement plans such as Déline’s—institutions he
criticized as prone to “bias against development”—and to concentrate their duties with the Mackenzie Valley
Review Board, a federally appointed, basin-wide panel instead. Ottawa’s intentions in this regard came as no
surprise. Early in March, prior to the Speech from the Throne, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada had
circulated a proposal to remove the same local boards’ right to approve or deny oil company requests for
water use permits, and to hand over that job to the National Energy Board.

Even development-friendly northerners have concerns about such moves. Chris Buiest, the gravel-voiced
head of the chamber of commerce in Norman Wells, a community of 800 halfway down the Big River, is an
unapologetic oil guy from a traditional oil town. (Imperial Oil has produced crude here since at least 1937.)
He has owned or worked for oil service companies in the Northwest Territories for over two decades. Sitting
in his rumbling white Humvee, he agreed that the land use institutions proposed by the Sahtu have never been
given a chance. He called giving Ottawa oversight of how oil companies use water in the territory “scary,”
and asked, “How many inspectors are they going to have out here when it’s forty-five below and we’re doing
all the rig work? ”
David Livingstone, like Buiest a transplanted northerner, spent a quarter-century working for Indian and
Northern Affairs before retiring a year ago. He told me Ottawa treats the Northwest Territories as “a colony,
pure and simple, operated for the benefit of the federal government and using the mining industry as a way of
increasing revenue.

“Industry,” he said, “would like to see every square inch of the North mapped and every ounce of commercial
potential set aside for development. It’s ‘We want it all, and we want it now.’”

Livingstone didn’t see the federal bureaucracy as ill intentioned: “Colonizers always think they’re doing
things in the best interests of the colony.” But he found efforts to recast decision-making in the Northwest
Territories on Alberta’s terms repugnant. “[Southern] Canadians don’t understand,” he said. “This is a
territory run by Aboriginal governments. They do it differently by design, not accident. We don’t want the
model that’s used elsewhere.”



The Coming Battle

PIONEERING IS always risky, though. The government of the Northwest Territories and its First Nations may,
as Miltenberger maintains, have “political and moral authority,” but Ottawa has the law on its side. Its fiat in
the territory is almost unlimited: it has constitutional power, control of the purse, and control of the tone and
pace of the negotiations. It also has leverage from other issues. The Northwest Territories would like to see
additional powers devolved to its legislature, including the right provinces enjoy to collect royalties from the
extraction of resources—about $70 million a year now banked by Ottawa. Three of its First Nations also have
yet to settle land claims with Ottawa; others, like the Sahtu, have seen signed agreements falter thanks to
waning federal commitment. “We’re in a terrible predicament,” Miltenberger admits.

But not an impossible one. The signature of Chuck Strahl, the former federal minister of Indian and northern
affairs, appears alongside Miltenberger’s on the territorial government’s Northern Voices water stewardship
strategy—an endorsement the deputy premier calls “significant.” And while Ottawa’s Conservative
government has the power to veto any Mackenzie River agreement the Northwest Territories secures from
Alberta, Miltenberger notes that “they [also] have a responsibility to represent our interests.”

Strahl’s office declined to comment on its position in the negotiations. Indeed, neither the federal government
nor the provinces of Alberta or British Columbia appear to welcome attention to their policies on the
Mackenzie. Interview requests submitted for this story to ministers of the Crown in Ottawa, Edmonton, and
Victoria over five months were met with silence or polite dismissal.

Should moral force fail, the Northwest Territories has one last “arrow in our quiver,” Miltenberger says. It’s a
bolt stained with more than a little irony, but potentially powerful nonetheless: the courts’ ear to arguments
rooted in Aboriginal rights. While no one I met admitted to having voiced the idea formally, the possibility
that the territorial government might join with First Nations to take Ottawa to court over its policies in the
Mackenzie was plainly on many minds. “We haven’t engaged in talks with the Northwest Territories
government,” said Allan Adam, interim grand chief of the Treaty 8 First Nations—a group that includes the
territory’s Akaitcho Dene as well as the Athabasca Chipewyan of Alberta—“but we’ve talked about it among
ourselves.”

Such a suit would have plenty to work with. Settlements already signed with the Sahtu and other groups
contain protection against a future federal government having second thoughts about, for example, clauses
establishing that the agreements’ terms “shall prevail” over any subsequent acts of Parliament. McCrank’s
report conceded that the changes he sought would “amend the comprehensive land claim agreements.” It’s all
but inconceivable that could be done without throwing the entire hard-won structure of northern settlements
open to renegotiation.

More likely, it would trigger a ferocious legal challenge from First Nations emboldened by a string of
previous court victories. Water, notes Merrell-Ann Phare, a Winnipeg lawyer and author of a book on
Indigenous water rights, is an anomaly in Canadian law. The Constitution is silent on who owns it and vague
on which branch of the Crown has responsibility for it. But Phare has identified multiple legal grounds to
support the case that treaties, precedent, and the Constitution guarantee First Nations enough of it, of
sufficient quality, to maintain traditional lifestyles. By that standard, any management plan that failed to
preserve northern water resources “substantially unaltered”—the test contained in the Northern Voices
strategy—or to maintain the ecological integrity upon which Déline’s traditional culture depends, could be
judged a violation of First Nations rights.

And Ottawa’s Mackenzie policy is vulnerable on still other fronts. This April, the Commission for



Environmental Cooperation, created in a NAFTA side deal, agreed to investigate a complaint by two
environmental groups and several individuals alleging that Canada is “in breach of its commitment” under the
trade deal to enforce its own laws against toxic leakage from oil sands tailing ponds—yet another potential
precedent.

Among the names on the complaint was Daniel T’seleie. A resident of Yellowknife, he is twenty-eight, Dene,
and a full-time environmentalist with a decidedly twenty-first-century perspective on his heritage. We met on
my last day in the territorial capital. His thin beard and long, oval face reminded me of a young Pierre
Trudeau. The ball cap keeping his wavy hair in check bore the name of a gun shop. Ottawa, he said, has
found it easy until now to “play divide and conquer” with the Northwest Territories’ government and its First
Nations. But that was changing with his generation, T’seleie sensed. “There’s more and more a tendency for
people to see themselves as ‘Northerners,’ not just ‘Native’ and ‘non-Native.’” The Mackenzie, he said, “is
worth fighting for. But you’ve got to be a team.”

The Big River may not be able to wait for generational change, though. Alberta’s oil expansion counts on
water from the Athabasca. BC is pushing hard for its new dam on the Peace. Mining companies are eager to
unleash activity in the Northwest Territories. And a pipeline to the Beaufort is still in the works. In James
Cameron’s sci-fi epic, it’s the voracious overreach of industrial empire that finally unites the Indigenous
inhabitants of fictional Pandora against their colonizers. Perhaps something similar will occur in the northern
Mackenzie. If so, it had better happen soon. “We may be on the edge of a cliff here and not even know it,”
T’seleie said. “I think we’re cutting it close.”



Part Two: Back to the
Mack



Water powers the twenty-first century as fundamentally as it did the nineteenth, when practically

every river east of Lake Huron turned a water wheel. And water from the Mackenzie [River] system

is a prerequisite for Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s vision of Canada as an energy superpower.

—“The Last Great Water Fight,” October 2010

Twiddling the Knobs
IT WAS AN EARLY CHRISTMAS present to Big Oil and the extraction economy. Last December, late on
the first Friday of the month, environment minister Leona Aglukkaq issued an approval from Ottawa to
expand an oil sands operation in northern Alberta. Shell Canada could proceed with a plan to double the
production of its open-pit Jackpine mine near Fort McKay. The project would raise Shell’s bitumen
production there by half, to 300,000 barrels a day. It would also destroy twenty-one kilometres of the
Muskeg River and thousands of hectares of living space for caribou and threatened wood bison.

According to Aglukkaq’s decision statement, a ministry review of the plan had found that it was “likely
to cause significance [sic] adverse environmental effects.” Nonetheless, the Conservative member from
Nunavut had followed the law in referring the final decision to her colleagues in Prime Minister Stephen
Harper’s cabinet. That body, we can only imagine, took a hard look at the project’s promised economic
upside—750 permanent jobs and an estimated $17 billion in tax and royalty revenues—and reckoned
that ruining a bit more boreal forest was, as Aglukkaq went on to write, “justified in the circumstances.”
Ultimately, the minister was left to conclude, “I have decided…that the Designated Project is not likely
to cause significant environmental effects.”

The whipsaw reversal, sweeping aside determinations of science to assert a transparently political fiction,
spoke volumes about how Canada’s federal government views one of the planet’s last and largest near-
pristine ecosystems. Just three days earlier, Aglukkaq’s cabinet mate Bernard Valcourt, minister of
Aboriginal affairs and northern development, had tabled legislation to “devolve” authority over much of
the Mackenzie River valley to the Northwest Territories. That bill handed off numerous management
chores to the micro-staffed territorial administration but kept key decisions about resource development
firmly in Ottawa’s grip.

Neither Aglukkaq nor Valcourt exactly signed a death warrant for Canada’s longest river or its
watershed, which is nearly the size of Western Europe. But these and other steps taken in Ottawa,
Edmonton, Calgary, and Victoria do suggest an early and disquieting answer to the question I implicitly
posed when I last wrote about the Peace-Athabasca-Mackenzie network for The Walrus: In that system’s
watershed, as everywhere on Earth, will we know when to say “when”?

In “The Last Great Water Fight,” I reported that the Northwest Territories had thrown down a challenge
to its southern neighbours. Whatever the provinces did upstream in their oil mines and gas fields, the
territory wanted the water flowing in its stretch of the Mackenzie to remain unaltered from its condition
since time immemorial. “Here’s your baseline: how it looks today,” is how Danny Gaudet, a Sahtu Dene
community leader who lives on Great Bear Lake, explained the principle to me. “You’ve got to maintain
that. So come up with a plan for how you’re going to do that.”



Some things have become clearer since John Pomeroy, an Arctic climatologist and a Canada Research
Chair at the University of Saskatchewan, warned me: “We don’t know what we’re doing to the Arctic
Ocean, but we’re definitely twiddling the knobs.” Less than four years later, the unleashed calories of
climate change are altering the Mackenzie Basin, with consequences for the rest of the globe that we are
just beginning to explore and, frankly, do not yet understand. We may already be doing more than
merely twiddling.

Tipping Points
AS THESE WORDS are being published in the late winter of 2014, the Mackenzie’s ribbon of seasonal ice
will soon break up. At roughly the midpoint of the great river’s 1,802-kilometre run, upended floes
honeycombed with melt and stained with sediment will pile up on the man-made islands in the stream
protecting the oil and gas production pads that give Norman Wells its name and reason for being. The
local gas and oil field, discovered in 1920 and active since at least 1937, is experiencing a resurgence of
interest driven by new drilling and extraction techniques. Its pipeline head end is the most northerly in
Canada connected to southern markets.

Here, the two forces at work on the Mackenzie are visible in a single view, braided with ironies.
Breakup comes earlier than it used to, pushed forward by the same climate changes that are undoing
other stable patterns of the last ten millennia—reshaping landscapes, altering wildlife and waterways,
and fraying cultures and Aboriginal economies deeply rooted in a vanishing past. The industrial activity
humming up and down the river from Norman Wells encourages the perception of a newly open Arctic
frontier, ripe for exploitation.

Moving south toward British Columbia, hilltop forests of black spruce are collapsing into soggy hollows
of bog and fallen stems as the permafrost beneath them melts. The dwindling season for ice-road travel
threatens scores of remote communities. Hunters and biologists worry about how complex chains of
wildlife dependency will adapt if, for example, migratory birds arrive in the North to find that a critical
food source has already bloomed, withered, and died. Such “local” effects may have long-distance
implications. The Mackenzie is only the fourth-biggest river to empty into the Arctic Ocean, but it is by
far the largest along the polar sea’s western coast and contributes the lion’s share of its river-borne
nutrients.

Scientists are only beginning to puzzle out the river system’s contribution to the ocean’s biological
productivity, fresh- and saltwater balance, ice coverage, and currents. But they have already identified in
high latitudes several critical and unpredictable “tipping points” on which the world’s climate might
suddenly lurch from one state to quite another within the span of a few decades. Arctic sea ice is one
such pivot; gigatonnes of carbon defrosting into the atmosphere from thawing ground is another. A third
is methane: the powerful greenhouse gas is fizzing from beneath tundra ponds and polar seabeds in
growing quantities.

“The Arctic region is particularly prone to show abrupt changes,” Carlos Duarte, a researcher with
Spain’s Consejo Superior de Investigaciones CientÃficas, observed in early 2012. “Many of these
tipping elements have already started up.” Last summer, the Rosenberg International Forum on Water
Policy, a California-based gathering of experts in law, policy, and science, went so far as to describe the



Mackenzie River Basin as an irreplaceably unique part of the “global commons,” whose stability
“contributes to global natural system resilience…not just regionally, but continentally and globally.”

That global significance, the forum declared, imposes responsibilities on Canadian decision makers to
consider the “profound effects on the climate of the region, the continent, the hemisphere, and the
planet” that could flow from their choices regarding the Mackenzie’s future. At the same time, it added,
local residents will be more capable of adapting to climate change if they are given more control over
what happens on their landscapes.

Gathering Threats
NEITHER EXPERT recommendation is in much danger of coming to pass. During the last two and a half
years, a flurry of political shifts in southern capitals has opened the gates more widely than ever to a
resource rush in the Mackenzie Basin. Of several specific threats to its environmental integrity that I
reported in 2010, none has diminished; all have advanced.

In British Columbia, Liberal premier Christy Clark has ended a brief feud with Alberta over the latter’s
desire to see a pipeline carry its semi-refined bitumen to Pacific ports. She has also embraced the
expansion of natural gas fields in the northeast corner of her province. Those fields are concentrated in
the rolling, aspen-covered Peace River region—the same part of the Mackenzie Basin headwaters where
BC Hydro remains eager to build a new dam. The so-called Site C Clean Energy Project would flood
eighty-three kilometres of river valley, generating some 5,100 gigawatt hours of electricity each year
(enough to power 450,000 homes). Local opposition centres on the loss of farmland and destruction of
riparian habitat. But as far downstream as Fort Chipewyan in Alberta, residents remember what
happened to area wildlife the first time the Crown-owned utility dammed the Peace, in 1968, and
permanently altered natural stream flows for hundreds of kilometres. BC Hydro now argues that British
Columbians will need the additional electricity, but the province’s opaque power planning makes the
veracity of the claim difficult to confirm.

Elsewhere, along both sides of the Mackenzie’s other main southern tributary, the Athabasca, the brisk
expansion of Alberta’s oil sands industry—aimed at tripling its output of synthetic crude within less than
a decade—foreshadows dramatic additional impacts both on and away from the river itself. New
research has confirmed the accumulation of a variety of toxins in sediments downstream from Fort
McMurray, the epicentre of oil sands development.

“The pollutants form a bull’s eye in the water around oil sands facilities,” renowned limnologist David
Schindler remarked after detecting arsenic, mercury, and lead in water and snow samples from over
thirty locations across the lower Athabasca Basin. Schindler’s name is radioactive in oil industry circles,
but by 2013, Ottawa’s own research had largely corroborated his conclusions. For one, Environment
Canada revealed that expanding oil sands activity had increased emissions of heavy metals and other
pollutants by 26 percent between 2006 and 2010. And two, federally funded scientists found
polyaromatic hydrocarbons—toxic byproducts of oil sands mining and bitumen upgrading—in lake
bottoms up to ninety kilometres from industry operations, accumulating at rates as much as twenty-three
times faster than what was measured in the 1960s. Said that study’s lead author, biologist John Smol:
“Now we have the smoking gun.”



Early in 2012, the Alberta government and Ottawa jointly conceded the inadequacy of the woefully
underfunded system for monitoring the environmental impacts of oil sands development. The two
governments announced what they promised would be a “world-class” replacement, the Joint Canada-
Alberta Implementation Plan for Oil Sands Monitoring program; it would integrate and expand the
region’s scattered air-, water-, and habitat-monitoring stations and make their reports public. Last
November, however, the province announced that the nascent JOSM would be absorbed into the Alberta
Environmental Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting Agency, an even newer body that is meant to take
eventual responsibility for the stewardship of all water and air in the province.

Whether these developments herald better protection for the Mackenzie’s Athabasca headwater region is
hard to say. Alberta’s newest agency is the province’s third stab since the 1980s at tracking how energy
development impacts the environment. The body it replaces, the Regional Aquatics Monitoring
Program, failed to collect enough consistent data to provide a credible baseline of environmental health
during its first thirteen years of existence. AEMERA is not expected to be fully operational until 2015. It
will take years longer to determine whether it can provide the accurate, reliable, and timely assessments
that its mandate promises.

Meanwhile, Alberta has also scrapped its former oil and gas industry oversight panel, the Energy
Resources Conservation Board, and transferred its role to yet another new agency, the Alberta Energy
Regulator. Its goal: to streamline and speed up the process by which new energy projects are approved.

As AEMERA works to establish more credible coverage of toxins escaping from oil sands operations, it is
not known how far along the river system those pollutants have already travelled. Indirect effects,
however, may soon reach Alberta’s northern border. While British Columbia contemplates its third dam
on the Peace, two private companies continue to seek Alberta’s approval to dam the Slave—a relatively
short link in the river chain that collects water from the Peace and Athabasca, as well as Lake
Athabasca, and carries it north to Great Slave Lake. If granted, the multi-billion-dollar dam would be
installed just inside Alberta’s border, within sight of the Northwest Territories town of Fort Smith. Its
power would flow south toward the oil sands, letting electricity replace natural gas in heating the
enormous volumes of water required to extract bitumen from sand and gravel.

Power, Almost
CANADA’S CONSTITUTION is curiously reticent on the topic of water. Powers necessary for its protection
are assigned to both constitutional levels of government. Provinces have near-complete jurisdiction over
what happens on the rural and urban landscapes where rain and snow fall; Ottawa holds authority over
water bodies that sustain fish or support navigation. While Alberta has spent the last couple of years
reorganizing its oversight to give speedier service to the energy industry, Ottawa has used the time to
pull back from its constitutional role of protecting fish-bearing and navigable streams.

Amendments to some of the country’s oldest laws, introduced to Parliament in 2012 and implemented
the following year, sharply narrowed the scope of the federal government’s environmental interest. The
venerable Fisheries Act, nearly as old as Confederation, was stripped of language protecting aquatic
habitats. Amendments to the 132-year-old Navigable Waters Protection Act dropped the word
“protection” from its name and tens of thousands of Canadian waterways from its coverage. The Slave is



among the major rivers in which Ottawa will no longer take an interest under the revised act.

The legislation that Minister Valcourt introduced into Parliament late last year will, likely sometime in
2014, make the Northwest Territories the second northern Canadian territory to receive new powers
“devolved” from the federal government. Although this move is sometimes characterized as granting
first the Yukon and now the Northwest Territories province-like stature, the reality is something closer to
the teenager being trusted with the car keys—everything’s fine, so long as he drives only where Dad
tells him. Ottawa is ceding no actual constitutional authority to the territorial legislature. In fact, the
Crown reserves the right to take back any powers it chooses at any time, including specifically over
water resources, for any purpose it deems to be in the “national interest”—or, strikingly, for the “creation
of the infrastructure required for initiatives in respect of transportation or energy.”

In an email response to my questions, Minister Valcourt’s office stated that after devolution, “the
government of the Northwest Territories will actually have a significantly enhanced role in decision
making over land and water management in the territory.” Nonetheless, it conceded, “some provisions
surrounding the act will remain under federal control, such as responsibility for appointments, policy
direction, and funding.” Ottawa, that is to say, will continue to control the key people, the overall plan,
and the money to pay for the oversight of northern resource extraction.

Federal releases have repeatedly described Valcourt’s draft bill as “designed to give Northerners greater
control over their lands and resources and improve regulatory processes in the North.” The two
objectives were not a necessary or natural pairing, but the bundling of disparate political objectives into
unified pieces of legislation has been a hallmark of the Harper government. In this case, devolution
would grant the Northwest Territories’ own government “administration and control of Public Lands
and rights in respect of Waters,” but for at least the next five years, its scope for decision making would
come tightly bundled with made-in-Ottawa rules for determining the pace and acceptable impacts of
northern resource development.

Under a comprehensive shuffle of federal statutes required to put devolution into effect, one island of
stability—indeed of enhanced power—will be something called the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water
Board. It will absorb the roles of several similar boards, created under land claims settlements in the
1990s, that currently consider applications for resource development projects and related water
requirements across the Northwest Territories on a regional basis. Under devolution, those decisions will
be made by the single valley-wide board, which will be appointed by, and take its policy direction from,
the federal minister of Aboriginal affairs and northern development (currently Valcourt). The reforms, as
I previously reported, sprang from recommendations made by Neil McCrank, a former Alberta energy
regulator and oil company director whom the federal government hired to find ways to speed up the
approval of resource extraction projects in the North. The proposed changes, however, exclude one
detail that McCrank urged: that a unified territorial board have final say in development approvals.
Instead, that power will remain in the hands of the federal minister. In its email, Valcourt’s office
described the consolidation of resource development decisions under a federally controlled board as
“timely and necessary for the Northwest Territories to fully benefit from devolution.”

The arrangement’s necessity is far less apparent to many in the North. After doing his own sounding of
views, Dennis Bevington, the NDP MP for Western Arctic—a riding whose boundaries match those of
the Northwest Territories—compiled a “consensus” document of views that unanimously opposed
abandoning the regional panels. Across the vast and environmentally varied region, occupied by several
Aboriginal governments, the regional panels were seen as a way to ensure that not only local priorities,
but also the deep resources of local indigenous environmental knowledge, would inform decisions over
development. Now, Bevington fears, “the minister will be able to provide ‘binding policy direction.’ He



can tell the boards what to do.”

The Tlicho Dene Aboriginal government sees no reason to dispense with the existing, locally controlled
approval system. “Why take apart something that is not broken?” Tlicho grand chief Eddie Erasmus asks
on the phone from Behchoko, Northwest Territories. “The [regional] boards work very well. The people
up here, the industry, didn’t ask for it.” But Erasmus, whose 4,000 constituents represent 9 percent of the
territory’s population, believes he knows the answer to his own question. “The Harper government’s
trying to impose something that the people in the North don’t want. They’re trying to Alberta-ize the
Northwest Territories.” Notwithstanding these objections, the Tlicho, along with the Sahtu and
Gwich’in governments and the corporation that represents the Inuvialuit people of the Mackenzie delta
and western Arctic islands, signed on to the final devolution agreement. Two other Aboriginal groups
have yet to establish land claim settlements and legal agreements with Canada.

Miltenberger, the Northwest Territories’ minister of finance, environment, and natural resources,
expresses satisfaction at the powers the territory received—and ongoing frustration with what continues
to be withheld. “A big issue at the end of the day,” he says over the line from Yellowknife, “was that
northerners controlled the water.” And, he maintains, they have: setting standards for water quality,
monitoring its health, and mapping what is there will all remain territorial responsibilities. Regulations to
govern hydro-fracturing—“fracking”—for hydrocarbons in the Norman Wells region, for example, are
forthcoming. “Overall legal authority over water,” Miltenberger emphasizes, “will be with the GNWT.”

But the minister doesn’t contest Bevington’s suggestion that as long as Ottawa controls the pivotal
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board, his government has been handed responsibility for containing
the effects of development without full authority to contain the development itself. “We can’t even
appoint our own members to that board,” Miltenberger grouses to me, calling “the assumption that we’re
not up to the task to find our own board members…a real sore point.” The territory’s struggle to achieve
full self-government is incomplete. “The journey is not finished until we get all those levers [of power]
in place the same as Alberta,” he concludes. “It’s absolutely critical that we are our own regulator.”

Rushing Past “When”
MY FIRST EXPLORATION of the contested ambitions, potentials, and threats clouding the future of
Canada’s greatest river basin was prompted by the start of long-delayed talks among the Northwest
Territories, Alberta, and British Columbia—with Ottawa looking on—to write a new agreement for the
protection and shared use of the Mackenzie River and its tributaries. As I write this follow-up, those
talks have entered the most sensitive, and necessarily secretive, phase. According to Miltenberger, the
southern provinces have agreed, at least in principle, to the Northwest Territories’ demand that the water
flowing down the Slave River and across its border at Fort Smith be kept “substantially unaltered” from
the condition it was in before upstream development began. Translating that principle into contractual
terms—a task handicapped by the absence of credible past water sampling from which to establish what
“unaltered” conditions were—is the subject of the remaining negotiations.

Canada’s greatest river chain is more phenomenon than thing, or even place—a ceaseless living
exchange of energies and nutrients, which is perpetually morphing into what it will be next. In
geological time, it is even something of an arriviste: a mere 15,000 years ago, the land the Mackenzie



system drains was immobilized beneath kilometres of ice. Like the first dislodged pebbles that set off a
landslide, the Big River’s recent early breakups and melting subterranean ice signal alterations across its
landscape that are likely to be as profound as they are unforeseeable. Come what may, the past will not
be preserved.

But if change is beyond arresting in the great watershed, its damage may yet be contained. Will we say
“when” before our extractive demands exhaust the bogs and forests, the prairies, lakes, and rivers, the
mammals and birds, and the fish and insects that constitute the living Mackenzie, and on whose
collective vitality we rely in ways we only dimly discern? Or must our feverish insistence on more, now

so tatter our shared ecology that it reorganizes into something entirely new, a stability that no longer
includes us? That’s a question whose answers lie far beyond the reaches of the Mackenzie Basin,
expansive as they are.
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